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Abstract— this particular system is used to protect the 

sensitive data of an organization that they are maintaining in 

their day to day life. This system prevents the misuse of 

confidential data from authorized user. Before this system is 

introduced, Access Control Mechanisms is used that assures 

only that the authorized information is accessed by the user, 

However, Confidential information can still be misused by 

authorized users to compromise the privacy of consumers. 

This concept of privacy-preservation for sensitive data 

requires the enforcement of several privacy policies and/or 

the protection against identity disclosure by satisfying some 

privacy requirements.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Organizations collect and analyze consumer data to improve 

their services. Access Control Mechanisms (ACM) is used 

to ensure that only authorized information is available to 

users. However, sensitive information can still be misused 

by authorized users to compromise the privacy of 

consumers. The privacy protection mechanism ensures that 

the privacy and accuracy goals are met before the sensitive 

data is available to the access control mechanism. The 

permissions in the access control policy are based on 

selection predicates on the QI attributes. The policy 

administrator defines the permissions along with the 

imprecision bound for each permission/query, user-to-role 

assignments, and role-to permission assignments. 

II. ACCESS CONTROL FOR RELATIONAL DATA 

A. Table level Access Control Mechanism: 

1) Tuple Level: 

When evaluating user queries, assume a model called 

Truman. In this model, a user query is modified by the 

access control mechanism and only the authorized tuples are 

returned.  

2) Column level: 

It allows queries to execute on the      authorized column of 

the relational data only  

3) Cell level: 

It is implemented by replacing the unauthorized cell values 

by NULL values [3].  

B. Role-based Access Control: 

 
Fig. 1: Role Based Access Control 

The permissions on objects based on roles in an 

organization.  

1) U = user1, user2, user3 where U is a set of Users.  

2) R = role1, role2, role3 where R is a set of Roles.  

3) P = permission1, permission2, permission3 where P is a 

set of Permission [3].  

C. Attributes: 

1) Identifier:  

Attributes which is uniquely identify an individual. These 

attributes are completely removed from the anonymized 

relation [1].  

2) Quasi-identifier (QI):  

Attributes, that can potentially identify an individual based 

on other information available to an adversary. QI attributes 

are generalized to satisfy the anonymity requirements [3].  

3) Sensitive attribute:  

Attributes that if associated to a unique individual will cause 

privacy breach [1].  

D. Anoymity Definitions: 

1) Equivalence Class (EC):  

It is a set of tuples having the same QI attribute values [3].  

2) K-anonymity Property:  

An anonymized table satisfies the k-anonymity property if 

each equivalence class has k or more tuples [3].  

3) Query Imprecision:  

Difference between the numbers of tuples returned by a 

query evaluated on an anonymized relation and the number 

of tuples for the same query on the original relation [3].  

4) Query Imprecision Bound:  

It is the total imprecision acceptable for a query predicate 

and is preset by the access control administrator. 
5) Query Cut:  

The splitting of a partition along the query interval values. 

For a query cut using Query, both the start of the query 

interval and the end of the query interval are considered to 

split a partition along the dimension [1].  

Select randomly queries and store it into Query Cut 

set and divide it into equal intervals which are called 

Uniform Query set [3]. 

III. PRIVACY PROTECTION MECHANISM 

PPM ensures that the privacy and accuracy goals are met 

before the sensitive data is available to the access control 

mechanism.  

A. Privacy Protection Module:  

It anonymizes the data to meet privacy requirements and 

imprecision constraints on predicates set by the access 

control mechanism [1].  

B. L-diversity:  

It is a form of group based anonymization that is used to 

preserve privacy in data sets by reducing the granularity of a 

data representation. This reduction is a tradeoff that results 

in some loss of effectiveness of data management or mining 

algorithms in order to gain some privacy [2]. 
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C. K-anonymity:  

A table T_ satisfies the k-anonymity property if each 

equivalence class has k or more tuples [1]. 

IV. PURPOSE 

This particular system is used to protect the sensitive data of 

an organization that they are maintaining in their day to day 

life, so this system prevents the misuse of confidential data 

from authorized user. This system is useful for the 

organization which works on Database and primary need is 

to provide the role based security on database. Also provides 

privacy preservation on confidential data of organization. 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
Fig. 3: System flow 

First of all the users within the organization register 

themselves in the system and the registration request goes to 

admin. Only after the admin grant the permission user will 

be able to login into the system.  

After logging into the system users can set their 

profile or search for the information. At the time when user 

requests for information the system check rights and role of 

that user if he/she has rights to access the requested 

information the key will be verified and based on that the 

system will give an access to either sensitive information or 

an anonymous data within their imprecision bound. This key 

will be auto generated by the system when admin grants the 

permission.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

An accuracy-constrained privacy-preserving access control 

framework for relational data has been proposed. The 

framework is a combination of access control and privacy 

protection mechanisms. The access control mechanism 

allows only authorized query predicates on sensitive data. 

The privacy preserving module anonymizes the data to meet 

privacy requirements and imprecision constraints on 

predicates set by the access control mechanism. 
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